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In addition to the applications available to the oce users, there are many applications available for the
home users. These include media players, games and game utilities, personal nance management programs,
and others.

1 Media programs
Unfortunately, most media formats have
1.1 MP3 Players
Linux MP3 Players

• mpg123
• xmms
• freeamp
1.2 AVI Players
Linux AVI Players

• aviplay
• mplayer
1.3 TV Programs

The most prevalent TV viewer is probably xawtv; others include KWinTV (KDE) and Zapping (GNOME).
There are also a number of programs for recording programs o the TV for later viewing. These include
VCR, DVR, and OpenPVR. These generally record in a format suitable for playback using any of the AVI
players listed above (Section 1.2: AVI Players).
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2 Game Applications
There are many games available for Linux. Loki Software1 has made its business porting popular Windows
games to the Linux platform. Those ported include Quake III, Myth, and many others. There are also a
number of opensource games. In addition to toy games like Solitair and MineSweeper, there is LinCity, a
SimCity clone, and FreeCiv, a Civilization clone. Finally, many Windows games can be run in Linux using
Wine (Section 4: Windows Applications via Wine).

3 Other Home Applications
There are many other tasks that people commonly use their home machine for. One such task is managing
personal nance. Indeed, Intuit made all its money selling Quicken, the personal nance program for Macs
and PCs. For Linux, there's GnuCash.
GnuCash is a full-featured personal nance manager. It includes checkbook ledger, stock-market tracking,
and other features one would expect of a personal nance manager.

4 Windows Applications via Wine
Wine is a program that lets you run Windows programs in Linux. Strictly speaking, it is not an emulator.
Rather, it is a Win32 interface to Linux and X window. This means that there is minimal slow down caused
by running Windows applications in Wine.
Wine is perhaps most commonly used to run Windows games in Linux. Indeed, a large degree of eort
has been put towards making Windows games run in Wine. There is even a company, TransGaming, that
has this as its business model. Many popular Windows games run without glitch, and many more run with
some glitches. Sadly, network support can be lacking in some games.
Other windows applications that have no Linux equivalent can be run in Wine with varied degrees of
success. Apple's QuickTime viewer is perhaps the most oft-cited example. Apple has never released a Linux
version of QuickTime, one of the more popular media formats on the internet. In some versions of Wine, in
particular, in recent TransGaming versions, QuickTime Player runs just ne.

1 http://www.lokigames.com/
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